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The gas/particle mows of the aerosol deposition methodarc calculated by the method of

computational nuid dynamics (CFD). Two･dimensional nozzles (Sonic and supersonic) are used
inthe CFD model. The effects of the nozzle geometryand stagnation pressure upstream of the
nozzle on both gas velocity and par(icle velocity arc investigated. The computationalresults

clarifythat the larger particle velocity can be obtained by using a supersonic nozzle instead of
uslng a SOmic nozzle. This is because, the process gas is accelerated to a supersoJlic speed in the

diverging part of the supersonic nozzle, causi.ng the particle to reach a higher velocity･
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I. INTRODUCTION

described 一ater in this section.

TYle gOVemJng

The aerosol deposition method ll) (ADM) uses helium

equations are solved sequentially in am implicit, iterative

Or nitrogen as a process gas at room temperature, and

manner uslng a finite difrerenceformulation. For the

needs no additional heat energy to deposit ceramics

present calculations,the govemlng equations are solved

particles on a substrate placed in a vacuum chamber.

with the Chakravarthy10sher type thirdl0rder, upwind,

The ADM seems to beanattractive technology inthe
field

of

the

dry

coating

process.

However,

the

mechanism of how ceramics particles deposit on a

totalvariation diminishing scheme forthe convective
terms. A second‑order, centraldifference scheme is
used forthe di軌sive terms.

substrate has not been clariRcd yet. According tothe

The working gas in the CFD model is nitrogen. The

experimental result, the impact velocity of particles onto

stagnation pressure upstream of the nozzle, p.,, was set

the substrate is one of the important parameters to

at constant values ranging &om 1 kPa to 10 kPa in CFD.

control coating properties.

The back pressure pb Was fixed at 100 Pa. The

Generally speaking, the stagnation pressure upstream

of the nozzle is morethan ten timesthe pressureinthe
vacuum chamber (back pressure) in ADM･ Inthis cTse,

stagnation temperature of nitrogen gas both upstream of

the nozzle and outside the nozzle was set at 300 K.
Figure I shows ale geometry Of two‑dimensional

the gas爪ow exp肌ds to back pressure thTOughexpansIOn

nozzle used in the CFD model. Twotypes of nozzle

waves originated at the lip of the nozzle exit. Whenthe

configurations were tested; a sonic nozzle (a) and a

jet now is supersonic just upstream of the substrate,the
且ow decelerates to subsonic speedthrougha shock wave.

supersonic nozzle (b). Both of them have athroat

height of 0.4 mm, discharging the same mass now rate

In the field of gasdynamics, which isthe authors'

at the same stagnation presstue p.S. The supersonic

interest, the gas

nozzle has an exit height of 1.2 mm.

flow of this typeis called all

under･expandcd impmglng jet. Such a kind of jet now

has been extensively sttldied inthe past l2･ 3], however,

The Reynolds number Re calculated by the density,

velocity, viscosityand a throat height is less than around

mostly restricted to turbulentflow which can not be

applied to laminarflow of ADM. Therefore,the

4

4

gasdynamic research of ADM is essentiaIfor the
understanding andthe improvement of the process.
The present research investigatesthe gas mows of
implnglng jet ofADM as well as particleflow by uslng

｡ ‡〒芸

numerical simulation. TYLe effects of nozzle geometry

and stagnation pressure upstream of die nozzle on jet
mows, and particle velocities are clarified.

2. NUMERICAL METHOD
2.I Gas now
Theflow is assumed to be two･dimensiona) in the

computationalfluid dynamics (CFD) model･ The
govemlng equations of the gas now are glVen bythe
conservation foJm Of

the two‑dimensional, time‑

dependent Navier‑Stokes equations

along

with

the

equation of state, The flow is assumed to be laminar as

Fig･l Simulated ge.omeby of sonic nozzle (a)
and supersonlC nozzle (b) (unit : mm)
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103 in the CFD. According to Troutt and McLaughlin

l4] thejet now is laminar for Re < 103. Therefore,the

now can be assumed to be laminar as stated before in
this section.
The computationaldomain for the sonic nozzle is

Powder materialused inthe simulation is Pb(Zr,Ti)03
(PZT) and the densityis set as 7,500 kg/m3.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3. I Code validation

shown in Fig.2. The thick solid line shows the

To validate the two‑phase flow model and numerical

boundqry of the computationaldomain･ The nitrogen

solution procedure, We selectedthe experimental data of

gas is discharged舟omthe sonic nozzle towardsthe

Ref. [6] asthe test case. The measured data includes

substrate. The distance

舟om the nozzle exit to the

velocities of PZT particle accelerated by nitrogen jet

substrate (stand‑off distance) is 15 mm. The same
computationaldomain between the nozzle exit to the
substrate wasalso used forthe supersonic nozzle.

斤om a sonic nozzlewith0.4 mm exit‑height. In Ref.

[6], the particle velocity was measured by using a slitted
cell which transversesthe gas/particle爪Ow to catch a

mowing cloud of the particlc･ The detail of the method
can be fわund in 乱et 【1】.

Figure 3 showsthc comparison of the calculatedand
measured particle velocities･ In the computation, the
diameter of PZT particle was taken as O･2 pm l1]･

Because the configuratiotI of the sonic nozzle is not

described in Ref. [6] otherthan the exit･height of Ol4
mm,the noz2:le configuration of Fig.1(a) was used for
the test case. The detail of the computationalmethod is

described in Ref. [8).Ascan be seen in Fig･3, the
computationaland experimental results compare well･
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To describe the particle motion, we use

Lagranglanformulation. ThefoIlowlng assumptions

0

2.2 Particle flow

2

Computational domain for sonic nozZ:le (unit : mm)

i.や∈P̲ n.育.la^･PgJeJ

Fig.2

are made to simplifythe analysis.
(1 ) ne particles are spherical in shape.
(2) Theinteraction between particles can be ignored.
(3) The only force acting on a particle is drag force.

0

(4) The presence of particles has a negligible effect on
the gas velocityand temperature field.
(5) The particles have a const弧t Specific heat and a
const肌t density.

(6) The temperature inthe particle is uniform.

Asa result of the assumptionsprcsented above, the
gasISOIid two‑phase problem canthen bc independently
solved. One can simulatethe gas flow first,then use

the resultingthermaland velocity fields to studythe
now of different particles. The particle velocities were

determined hm a step‑Wise integration of their
equations of motion underthe innuence of gasdynamic
drag force. Inthis paper, onlythe particle motion
along the center line is calculated. The governlng
equation
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Stagnation pressure upstream of nozzle, pos/kPa

for momentum transfer between a slngle

particle of mass mp and gas can be written as

Fig･3

Comparison ofpanicle velocity

3.2 Gas flow

Figurc 4 shows simulated Mach number contour of
the gas flow at the stagnation pressurepo5 ‑ 2 kPafor the
sonic nozzle (a) and the supersonic nozzle (b)･ For the
sonlC nozzle, Fig.4(a), the static pressure at nozzle exit is

largerthaJlthe back pressure･ Therefore, the gas

expands into the vacuumchamber throughexpansion
waves odginated atthe nozzle lip･ The cell structure of
the jet is called shock‑cell. Two shock･cells are visible
in Fig.4(a) and the gas爪ow reaches maximum Mach

number of 3.3 in the rlrSt Shock‑cell. The extent of
expaJISion of the gas now is not so large as to form a
shock wave on the center line.

Forthe supersonic nozzle, Fig.4(b),the extent of

expansion of the jet is smallerthanthat for Fig･4(a)･

mp架icdPg(ug‑up)lug‑upLAp

｡'

This is because the gas now has further expanded than

the sonic nozzlethTOughthc diverglng part tO accelerate
where, upthe particle velocity, ugthc gas velocity, pg the
gas density, tthe time, cd the drag coefAcient of the
particle and Apthe projected area of the particle･ The
drag coefrlCient, cd, Was glVen by the equations proposed

by Henderson l5]･ The particle temperatures were also

calculated by solving dle unsteady heat‑transfer equation
of a sphere particle in a gas now to calculate cd. The

to supersonic velocity. Then,the static pressure atthe
exit of the supersonic nozzle is smaller compared tothe

sonic nozzle.Asa result, the extent of expansion inthe
jet becomes smaller for the supersonic nozzle compared
to仙e sonic nozzle. The maximum Mach number is 2.4

inthe first shock‑eel) in Fig.4(b).
Figure 5 Shows simulated Mach number contour of
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the gas now atthe stagnation pressure p.S ‑ 6 kPa for the

sonic nozzle (a) and the supersonic nozzle (b)･ For the
sonic nozzle, Fig.5(a),the gas is strongly expandedinto
the vacuum chamber compared to the same nozzle of
Fig.4(a). This is because,the static pressure atthe

nozzle exit of Fig.5(a) isthree times largerthan that of
Fig.4(a). The larger the extent of the gas expansion

becomes,the largerthe spreading angle of the jet
becomes at the nozzle exit. The expansion is so strong
that a shock wave which is perpendicular to the now
direction is generated at x ‑ 7 mm in Fig.5(a). It is

called a normal shock wave in the field of gasdynamics.

The Mach number reaches the maximum value of 5.2
just upstream or山e nomal shock wave. The larger

Mach number causesthe stronger normalshock wave.
Forthe s.upersonic nozzle, Fig･5(b), the extent of the
gas expanslOn at the nozzle exit,that is the spreading

angle ofthejet, is smaller than that ofFig.5(a). This is
due to the smaller static pressure at the supersonic

nozzle exit compared to that of the sonic nozzle exit,
resulting ln a Smaller extent of expansion.

Calculated gas velocityalong the center line forthe
sonic nozzle is shown in Fig.6. The gas velocity
repeats acceleration and deceleration outside the nozzle

due tothe shock‑cell structure forp., ‑ 2 kPa. Forpos
larger than or equal to 6 kPa, the gas velocity showsan
abnlpt drop by going山rough血e nomal shock wave.

The location of the normalshock wave goes downstream
0

Fig.4
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Mach number contours atp｡S ‑ 2 kPa for

sonic nozzle (a) and supersonic nozzle (b)

as pos IS Increased.

Calculated gas velocityalongthe center line for the
supersonic nozzle is shown in Fig.7. The normal shock
wave is also generated in this case for po§ larger than or
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Fig.7 Gas velocityalong center line for supersonic nozzle
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continues acceleration towardsthe substratethroughthe

2

calclulated particle velocityalong the center line for

the sonic nozzle is shown in Fig.8. ARer a large
amount of acceleration at the nozzle exit, the particle

0

3.3 Particle velocity

3

two nozzles as shown later in Fig. 10.

0

normalshock wave is atpos smaller than6 kPa forthe

tsf∈︼tdn･倉90一e^Pedu!aPモed

the sonic nozzle (Fig.6). The onset of generation of the

0

however, is less affected by increaslng P｡s COmPared to

0

4

equalto 6 kPa. The location of the normalshock wave,

jet streaLm Withno shock wave for pos ‑ 2 kPa･
Forpos ≧ 6 kPa, the larger po§ results in larger particle

velocityalong the center line. However,the particle
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Stagnatjon pressure upstream Of nozzle, p.s EkPa)

velocity decreases a洗er passingthroughthe nomlal

shock wave. This is because,the particle velocity is

Fig･ 10

Particle impact velocity versus stagnation

largerthanthe gas velocitybetween the normal shock

pressure upstream of nozzle

wave and the substrate.

Calculated gas velocityalongthe center line for the

The simulated impact velocity of the particle ontothe

supersonic nozzle is shownin Fig.9.Asforp｡S ‑ 2 kPa,

substrate is shown in Fig･10 as afunction of the

the impact velocity of the particle is around 30 m/s

stagnation pressure posfor the two nozzlcs･ For the
sonic nozzle,the impact velocity increases by increasing
the stagnation pressure Dos except for 4 kPa where the

largerthan that forthe sonic nozzle. This is because,

the particle continues acceleration throughthe diverging
part of the nozzle. Then, the particle reaches higher

normal shock wave is generated in the jet. The overall

velocity atthe supersonic nozzle exitthan atthe sonic

tendency of the impact velocity is true for the supersonic

nozzle exit. Because of the same reason,the particle
impact velocity of the supersonic nozzle is largerthan
that of the sonic nozzle for every value ofpos in dlis
simulation. The extent of acceleration of the particle in
thejet now is not so different forthe two nozzles.

nozzle. The most remarkable point in Fig･10 is that by

using the supersonic nozzlethe higher impact velocity is
obtained compared to uslng the sonic nozzle for the
same stagnation pressure p.S ･

4. CONCLUSIONS
The gas/particle velocities of the aerosol deposition
method were simulated for a sonic noZZIe

and a

0

3

gas. The following results were obtained;

0

(1) The particle velocities simulated bythe.present

numeriCalmethod agree wellwith the expenmental

0

2
0

results.

(2) The stronger normalshock wave i! generated for a

sonic nozzle than for a supersonlC nozzle atthe

0

1
0

︻sru)dn･倉DOIa^aP!Ued

supersonic nozzle･ Nitrogen gas was used as a process

samc stagnation pressure upstream of the nozzle･
(3) The largぞr impact velocity is obtained by usingthe
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Fig.8

supersonlC nozzle compared to uslngthe sonic
nozzle forthe same stagnation pressure upstreaLm Of
the nozzle.

Particle velocityalong center linefor
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